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Abstract. Energy efficiency is a top requirement in embedded system
design. Understanding the complex issue of software power consumption
in early design phases is of extreme importance to make the right design
decisions. Power simulators offer flexibility and allow a detailed view on
the sources of power consumption. In this paper we present XEEMU, a
fast, cycle-accurate simulator, which aims at the most accurate modeling
of the XScale architecture possible. It has been validated using measure-
ments on real hardware and shows a high accuracy for runtime, instan-
taneous power, and total energy consumption estimation. The average
error is as low as 3.0% and 1.6% for runtime and energy consumption
estimation, respectively.

1 Introduction

Due to advances in microelectronics and communication technology, complex
information processing can be efficiently embedded in an increasing range of
portable products like mobile phones, mp3 players and PDAs [1]. Low cost, en-
ergy efficiency and fast time to market are the top requirements in embedded
system design. Typical portable appliances are microprocessor-centric architec-
tures. Power and energy optimization of hardware is a well investigated disci-
pline. Hence modern microprocessor architectures are equipped with many knobs
for minimizing energy and power like clock gating, power supply and frequency
scaling, leakage control, etc. But the actual power and energy consumption of a
microprocessor is determined by the application running on it. However the in-
terrelation between the software and hardware w.r.t. power/energy consumption
and optimization is very challenging. Understanding the complex issue of soft-
ware power consumption in combination with the underlying processor system
in early design phases of embedded systems is of extreme importance to make
the right design decisions.

Several possibilities exist to evaluate the energy and power consumption, the
most obvious being measurements on real hardware. This is seldomly possible,
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however, as often the platform is not fully defined in the early phases of embedded
systems design. Hardware measurements on a specific platform do not allow to
evaluate the effect of different architectural parameters, like different processors,
cache models and sizes.

Power simulators offer more flexibility and overcome the problem of noise and
side-effects that influence measurements. With simulation tools it is possible
to gather large amounts of data automatically. They also allow a much more
detailed view on the sources of power consumption than power measurement.
Hence, the availability of accurate power simulation tools is the key to energy
efficient embedded software design.

In this paper we present XEEMU, a fast, cycle-accurate simulator for the XS-
cale architecture [2], one of the most widespread, low-level RISC architectures
in the embedded domain. In contrast to many other existing power simulators,
as [3,4], which simulate power and performance of theoretical microprocessor
architectures, XEEMU aims at the most accurate modeling of the XScale archi-
tecture possible, trading off flexibility for much more reliable results. XEEMU
proves to be more accurate than the well known and freely available XScale simu-
lator XTREM [5] in terms of runtime and energy estimation, due to its improved
pipeline and power model and the cycle accurate simulation of the SDRAM sub-
system. It offers a high flexibility through freely and independently configurable
frequencies for the core clock and the memory. Nonetheless, XEEMU reaches
more than twice the simulation speed compared to XTREM.

The methodology we used to create XEEMU is an iterative two-step process,
combining measurements and simulation. As the total energy consumption is
heavily dependent on the runtime of a program, it is mandatory to model the
behavior cycle-accurate first, before in the second step the power model is cre-
ated. The creation of both the power and the behavioral pipeline model is done
iteratively with a validation against measurements on an evaluation board at the
end of each iteration. Where publicly available documentation is not sufficient
for the creation of models, synthetic benchmarks that stress one certain effect
are used to isolate and test individual parts of a model. The refinement of a
model is done in two ways: extension and correction if the observed effects are
not considered in the model, or parameter fitting when the effects are considered
but over- or underestimated.

The methodology is a general approach that can be used for a wide range of
different processors. Our case-study, which yielded in the creation of XEEMU,
shows the pitfalls in creating precise pipeline models and power models. It points
out aspects that have to be taken into account when creating power simulators
targeted for other architectures as well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work
done so far on power and energy simulation and measurement, Section 3 de-
scribes how XEEMU was developed from an existing simulator by correcting
the identified problems and Section 4 shows the results of the improvements.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the gathered experiences and gives directions for
future work.
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2 Related Work

The simulation of the behavior as well as the power dissipation of microprocessors
can be done on various abstraction levels, namely circuit level, architectural level,
and instruction level.

Spice [6] is the de-facto industrial standard general circuit simulator. While it
offers a high accuracy it requires a precise description of the hardware on transis-
tor level. Due to the complexity of a microprocessor this yields in unacceptably
low simulation speed. Moreover, the circuit level layout of a processor is usually
not available to the public.

Much greater simulation speeds can be achieved at the instruction level. Ti-
wari et al. proposed a methodology [7,8] to characterize the power consumption
of individual instructions by hardware measurements. It requires measurement
of benchmarks for every single instruction as well as additional benchmarks
for inter-instruction dependencies and data dependencies. The accuracy of this
approach is limited by the fact that in the highly optimized pipelines of to-
day’s microprocessors as the XScale the execution times of instructions may
vary strongly. This is especially true for external memory accesses, but also for
stalls due to mispredicted branches.

The existence of a nearly cycle-accurate instruction level simulator for the
XScale architecture is claimed in [9]. However, this tool is not available to the
public. Furthermore, it was not compared to other existing simulators so the
results can neither be verified nor exploited.

To model exact, cycle-accurate behavior of a pipeline, simulation on the micro-
architectural level is mandatory. SimpleScalar [10] is an open source, config-
urable, generic processor core simulator. It is capable of cycle-accurate pipeline
simulation covering all internal effects, like stalling. It offers high flexibility and
enables designers to evaluate architectural optimizations. SimplePower [11] ex-
tends SimpleScalar with power estimation functions for each of the pipeline
stages. In every simulated clock cycle the functions calculate the power con-
sumption for every functional unit, based on analytical power models and look-
up-tables. Because the pipeline organization differs heavily from that of the
XScale architecture, results are not comparable.

Sim-Panalyzer [3] (formerly named PowerAnalyzer) is a power estimation tool
based on SimpleScalar. It interprets ARM instructions, just like XScale proces-
sors, but as it does not alter the generic simulation core it still cannot be used
to simulate the XScale core accurately.

Wattch [4] is a parameterized power model of common structures present in
modern microprocessors, which has also been used to extend SimpleScalar, but
it is flexible and can also be integrated into other architectural simulators. It is
based on mathematical formulas but focuses only on dynamic power consump-
tion, completely omitting the growing effect of leakage.

Based on the Wattch power model Contreras et al. created XTREM [5] an
architectural power simulator tailored for the XScale core. It differs from the
previous mentioned works in that it focuses on one specific architecture aim-
ing at a more accurate power and performance simulation at the cost of less
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architectural flexibility. Since this approach targets our intentions we will inves-
tigate this tool in more detail in the next sections.

3 XTREM – An In-Depth Review

3.1 Experimental Setup and Benchmarks

To validate XTREM, we use the ADI 80200EVB, XScale-based evaluation board
from ADI Engineering. The board is equipped with an Intel 80200 XScale pro-
cessor [12] and 32 Mbytes of SDRAM. Input clocks provided by the board are
66MHz for CLK and a 100MHz MCLK for the peripheral bus controller and the
SDRAM. CLK is used to generate the XScale internal core clock CCLK, which
we set to 600MHz, to achieve the best MIPS/power ratio [2]. The core operating
voltage is 1.3V. The memory and peripheral bus controller is hosted in a Xilinx
FPGA [13].

The board provides a jumper to measure core power consumption. Using a
Tektronix TPS 2014 digital storage oscilloscope connected to a PC we sampled
the power consumption with a 0.1Ω resistor in line with the processor core.
The core voltage during operation remained constant. To eliminate noise in the
measurements we calculated the average value for each sample by measuring
seven runs of each benchmark.

The results of simulation and measurement are compared for 10 test programs
selected from the CSiBE benchmark environment [14]. The selection contains
various command line tools such as data and image compressors, converters
and parsers. These programs not only test the overall accuracy of the simulator
but exploit the special characteristics of the architecture as well. The JPEG
compressor (cjpeg) utilizes many shift operations. The hex encoder-decoder pair
(enhex, dehex) executes many conditional block data transfer instructions. The
VSL abstract machine (vam) is a computation dominant program, i.e., it rarely
accesses the memory and fits in the caches. In contrast to vam, minigzip and
the PNG encoder (pnm2png) are memory dominant programs, causing a high
number of data cache misses.

All these programs are written in standard C and are compiled with the
GCC-based Wasabi cross compiler tool chain [15] to stand alone binaries, using
optimization option -O3. On the hardware and in the simulator the programs are
executed with no underlying operating system and all I/O operations mapped
to main memory, thus eliminating a source for side effects.

3.2 Performance Validation

It is very well known that there is a strong correlation between runtime and
energy consumption. Thus, cycle-accurate simulation is necessary before starting
to create a power model. Therefore, we first validated the runtime model of
XTREM.

We configured XTREM to the same frequency and voltage as the hardware,
i.e. 600MHz core clock. The memory clock in XTREM is, however, not config-
urable, but instead it assumes a constant memory access latency. As due to cost
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Fig. 1. Simulated runtime for different values of memory latency in XTREM compared
to measurements on the board

limitations DRAM dominates for larger memories in embedded systems, this
assumption is invalid. Depending on the state of the memory controller and the
memory banks, and on the clock frequency of the memory subsystem memory
access times may vary heavily. Using the processor internal performance counters
we observed cache miss costs varying from 78 to 126 CCLK cycles for the chosen
setup. To reflect these effects a cycle accurate model of the memory controller
and the memory banks in the memory clock domain is mandatory.

However, setting the memory latency in XTREM to 78 CCLK cycles yields
in a runtime overestimation for all test programs, by more than a factor of 2
for the memory intensive pnm2png. The optimal correlation of benchmark run
times as simulated by XTREM and measured on the processor was found with
a fixed memory access latency of only 18 CCLK cycles, as is shown in Fig. 1.
Obviously this number is much smaller than the measured memory latency of
at least 78 CCLK cycles. This is due to the fact that XTREM does not consider
that by pipelining up to 4 outstanding memory requests the memory latency
can be partially hidden, thus preventing the XScale pipeline to stall in reality.
To counterbalance this effect, the memory latency in XTREM has to be much
smaller. In the synthetic benchmark (cache miss), which was designed to produce
a high number of cache misses, latency hiding is less effective, yielding in a higher
average stall rate. Here, XTREM has to be configured with a memory latency
of 48 CCLK cycles to estimate the runtime of this benchmark correctly.

An in-depth investigation of XTREM shows a lot of other inaccuracies in the
modeling of the caches and the pipeline, which is shown in Fig. 2. The problem
with the cache handling of XTREM is that, while the XScale processors sup-
port both write-through and write-back policies, it supports the write-through
policy only, and even that is handled incorrectly. Moreover, XTREM does not
simulate the fetch buffers between the caches and the main memory, which are
used in the processor. As for the pipeline, in the Instruction Fetch 1 (IF1) stage
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IF1 IF2 ID RF � X1 � X2 XWB Integer pipeline�
�
��

D1 D2 DWB Memory pipeline

�
�
�� M1 M2 � Mx

�
Multiply pipeline

Fig. 2. The pipeline of XScale

XTREM uses a branch target buffer (BTB) of different size and indexing algo-
rithm for predicting branches than the true XScale processor. XTREM also does
not support queuing of fetched instructions between the pipeline stages IF2 and
Instruction Decode (ID), while the queue is used in the XScale architecture so
that IF1 and IF2 can still operate when later stages of the pipeline are stalling.
In XTREM, some functionalities are implemented in the Execute 1 (X1) stage,
while they reside in earlier stages in XScale: the flow generator, which translates
complex, CISC-like instructions (like block data transfers) to micro operations
(μops) works in ID, and the shifter unit is in the Register File (RF) stage. These
differences cause improper stalling behavior. Even more important is that the
operation of XTREM’s flow generator is incorrect as well, since it generates
almost twice as much μops for data transfer instructions as the XScale.

To achieve cycle-accurate simulation of the XScale processor we extended the
simulator with a cycle-accurate model of the SDRAM subsystem and fixed all
the detected pipeline related problems. The BTB and the caching strategies were
modified according to the documentation of the XScale architecture.

3.3 Power Modeling

The implementation of the power model of XTREM (inherited from Wattch) is
based on activity counters and assumes that inactive functional units consume
almost no power because of effective clock gating. However, our measurements
have shown that the power dissipation decreases only a small amount (about
20%) on core stalls. Besides the mentioned issue, the power model does not sup-
port dynamic frequency (CCLK) and voltage scaling. Hence, this power model
is not suitable for the accurate power modeling of XScale.

Instead of developing a new power model, we adopted and fine-tuned the
versatile power model of the Sim-Panalyzer tool. During the iterative process of
fine-tuning we compared measurements and simulation and fitted the parameters
of the power model of each functional unit or pipeline stage using synthetic
benchmarks that stress certain features of the pipeline.

4 Experimental Results

The modifications made to XTREM in response to the problems described in
Section 3 resulted in a new improved power and performance simulation tool,
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Fig. 3. Runtime and energy consumption

called XEEMU. We compared run times and energy consumptions for our cho-
sen benchmark set and synthetic benchmarks on XTREM, XEEMU, and the
evaluation board, as described in Section 3.1. Results are shown in Fig. 3. As
mentioned earlier, XTREM was configured to a memory latency of 18 CCLK cy-
cles, even though the synthetic benchmark cache miss clearly indicates a higher
memory latency. It can be seen that the runtime of memory dominated bench-
marks is underestimated by XTREM, while it overestimates the runtime of all
other benchmarks. The average error (not including the synthetic benchmark)
is 13.0%, the maximum error 19.7%. XEEMU shows a much more accurate pre-
diction of the runtime in every single benchmark and improves the average and
maximum errors to 3.0% and 6.4%, respecitvely. XEEMU also works very well
on all synthetic benchmarks.

The same applies to the energy consumption, as well. XTREM overestimates
the effectiveness of clock gating in the case of pipeline stalls and thus under-
estimates the energy consumption of memory dominant programs. Due to the
much more accurate pipeline model, the improved simulation of the memory
subsystem, and the fine-tuned power model, the energy estimates provided by
XEEMU are accurate within 4.5% in worst case and 1.6% in the average case.

In Fig. 4 the instantaneous power dissipation of two test programs is shown.
Since the real and simulated run times of the programs differ, we normalized
them to allow comparison. The first program, jikespg, was chosen as it has sev-
eral different regions of execution (delimited by dashed vertical lines on the
charts). Region A is a computation dominant part of the program. In this region
the inaccurate pipeline model of XTREM results in non-existing stalls during
the simulation, which are the cause for the mispredicted relative decrease in
dissipation. In region B the number of read and write accesses to the external
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bus increase. Because of the inaccuracy of the power model of XTREM, this
yields an unwanted increase in the dissipation. Memory read instructions are
frequent in region C, as well, but contrary to region B, they cause low external
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bus activity, i.e., it is mostly the cache that serves the requests. The improper
modeling of the external bus results in the drop in the dissipation graph of
XTREM.

The other example is minigzip, a heavily memory dominant program, which
causes a huge amount of cache misses, accounting for 56% of the runtime. This
is especially true for region D, where the core usually stalls, except for the peaks
found on the dissipation graphs of the board and XEEMU. In the graph of
XTREM the extra peaks are caused by the wrong memory access model and
memory latencies. On the contrary to the problems observed with XTREM, the
dissipation graphs of XEEMU show the accuracy of its power model, pipeline
model, and memory model.

Another important benefit of XEEMU over XTREM is the improved runtime,
which we measured on a standard PC (DualCore AMD 2.2GHz, 4GB RAM)
running Debian Linux, Kernel 2.6.19.2. As shown in Fig. 5, XEEMU simulates
the benchmarks on average 2.5 times faster than XTREM.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented XEEMU, a new power and energy simulation tool
for XScale processor cores. XEEMU extends the architectural model of XTREM
with a precise, cycle-accurate model of the memory subsystem and corrects many
errors we found in the simulation of the pipeline. It has been validated using
measurements on real hardware and shows a high accuracy for runtime, instan-
taneous power, and total energy consumption estimation. With a low average
error of only 3.0% for runtime and only 1.6% for energy consumption estimation
it clearly outperforms XTREM in all test cases. Using a different and less com-
putationally complex power model than XTREM, XEEMU also offers a more
than 2-fold increase in simulation speed.

XEEMU was designed for maximum simulation accuracy while still offer-
ing high flexibility. In contrast to XTREM, it already offers two completely
asynchronous, configurable clock domains for the core and memory clock, as
well as a cycle accurate SDRAM memory subsystem simulation. Currently, we
extend the simulation model of the memory subsystem with a power model,
making XEEMU one of the first realistic system-simulators for cycle accurate
performance and power evaluation available. Additionally we will implement
features for dynamic voltage scaling offering a valuable tool for compiler and
embedded software designers. XEEMU will be released to the public for a wider
use.
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